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Recommender systems have been attracting much attention from both academia and industry because
of their ability to capture user interests and generate personalized item recommendations. As the life
pace in contemporary society speeds up, traditional recommender systems are inevitably limited by their
disconnected interaction styles and low adaptivity to users’ evolving demands. Consequently, conversational
recommender systems emerge as a prospective research area, where an intelligent dialogue agent is integrated with a recommender system. Conversational recommender systems possess the ability to accurately
understand end-users’ intent or request and generate human-like dialogue responses when performing
recommendations. However, existing conversational recommender systems only allow the systems to ask
users for more preference information, while users’ further questions and concerns about the recommended
items (e.g., enquiring the location of a recommended restaurant) can hardly be addressed. Though the recent
task-oriented dialogue systems allow for two-way communications, they are not easy to train because of their
high dependence on human guidance in terms of user intent recognition and system response generation.
Hence, to enable two-way human-machine communications and tackle the challenges brought by manually
crafted rules, we propose Conversational Recommender System with Adversarial Learning (CRSAL), a novel
end-to-end system to tackle the task of conversational recommendation. In CRSAL, we innovatively design
a fully statistical dialogue state tracker coupled with a neural policy agent to precisely capture each user’s
intent from limited dialogue data and generate conversational recommendation actions. We further develop
an adversarial Actor-Critic reinforcement learning approach to adaptively refine the quality of generated
system actions, thus ensuring coherent human-like dialogue responses. Extensive experiments on two
benchmark datasets fully demonstrate the superiority of CRSAL on conversational recommendation tasks.
CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Users and interactive retrieval; Personalization; • Humancentered computing;→ Systems and tools for interaction design;
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1 INTRODUCTION
For e-commerce platforms, appropriate recommendations will offer users easier access to preferred
resources and also help service providers understand their customers better. As such, the recommender system (RS) serves a pivotal purpose of aligning available items (e.g., products, services)
with user interests. The recommender system, at its core, extracts user preference information
from each user’s behavior history and available profile and then recommends items that can best
fit this user’s preference [49].
Traditionally, recommender systems are designed as single-shot models [59] based on the information acquired from user ratings [63, 85] or interaction records [9, 26, 30, 92, 93]. Despite
the tremendous amount of research attention, almost none of existing recommender systems can
behave in a similar way to humans, rendering it difficult to capture users’ dynamic intentions
and demands when asked for a recommendation. Furthermore, the cold-start scenario in recommendation [66, 67] sets a tremendous barrier for traditional recommendation paradigms, where
recommendations are needed to be generated for new users without any user-related prior knowledge. In contrast, in the offline real-life cases, when a new customer walks into a store, the sales
manager would start a conversation with the customer to first identify the demand of the customer
(e.g., buying a laptop), then narrow down the options according to customer’s criteria (e.g., lightweight), and last present items that will most likely to satisfy the customer’s needs (e.g., Microsoft
Surface). Whenever this customer wants to revise or update her/his demand and preference (e.g.,
high performance), a short conversation can precisely deliver such information to the salesperson,
and new recommendations will be given instantly (e.g., MacBook Pro). As shown in this real-world
example, the capability of carrying out conversations is the key to unlock the limitations of existing recommender systems, as dialogue is the most natural and approachable way for end-users
to express their intentions and demands. In short, compared with traditional recommender systems, a conversational recommender system (CRS) that “chats” with users is more appealing and
beneficial to improve the recommendation performance and user experience.
To this end, we aim to advance the performance of recommender systems with the power of conversations. On one hand, the passive human-machine interaction form of traditional recommender
systems poses a bottleneck on both user experience and model accuracy. On the other hand, the
emerging research on the human-machine dialogue system (DS) [58, 79, 82] creates a bootstrap
for our development of a conversational recommender system. Dialogue systems grant machines
the capability to understand end-users’ languages and imitate humans to generate human-like responses. Successful applications of DS, such as Apple Siri, Google Home, and Microsoft Cortina,
have established the channel for human-machine conversations and advanced our daily lives with
exceptional convenience. The existing researches about DS mainly focus on only one of the four
functions [19]: chit-chat [86, 90], information search [16], task completion [3, 45], and document
understanding [88]. DS for the general recommendation task has been rarely studied, and it is
more complicated. In the real world, there are many scenarios where recommendations can only
be presented via dialogues (e.g., a user is asking for a fuel station recommendation when driving)
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Fig. 1. An example of recommending a restaurant to the customer through conversation.

instead of touch devices, conversational recommender systems are more advantageous in terms of
human-machine interactions. However, as demonstrated in Figure 1, apart from finishing the task
of recommending restaurants to a user, the conversational recommender system is also responsible for simple chit-chat (e.g., welcome greetings), information retrieval (e.g., ranking restaurants
for each user), and understanding dialogue information (e.g., extracting user preferences from
dialogues). As a result, a robust conversational recommender system requires much more than
straightforwardly stacking a dialogue component upon a recommender system, and it is a nontrivial task to fuse two modules into a unified, end-to-end framework that delivers human-like
conversations and make high-quality recommendations at the same time.
Besides, to make the conversational recommender system fully human-like, the challenges also
arise from the practicality aspect. From the customers’ perspective, through multi-turn conversations, the system should help the customers clarify their demands and find ideal items in an
accessible way. Meanwhile, the conversational recommender system could answer users’ further
questions about the recommendations, such as the address of a recommended restaurant and the
warranty policy of a laptop. When being released from manually searching for the answers to their
concerns, users will be able to focus on the decision-making process.
The emerging research area of conversational recommender system has attracted many attempts
in the last few years [37, 39, 58], and companies such as Microsoft, Google, and Alibaba have
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our proposed CRSAL.

also started to get involved [7, 19, 40]. However, existing conversational recommender systems
are mainly based on the “systems ask, users answer” paradigm [72, 95], which means only the
conversational recommender systems can propose questions (e.g., preferred restaurant location)
to acquire users’ demand (e.g., near the city) in several conversation rounds. However, this oneway communication scheme prohibits users from asking follow-up questions about the recommended item (e.g., does the restaurant offer carparks), rendering it difficult for such systems to
fully address users’ inquiries and concerns. At the same time, some researchers view the conversational recommendation problem from the perspective of DS-based information retrieval and
propose task-oriented dialogue systems [44, 82, 97] to achieve similar goals while allowing for twoway communications. However, these approaches suffer from the typical drawbacks of the current
task-oriented dialogue systems. First, they require abundant human labor and domain knowledge
to annotate the training corpus by constructing a comprehensive dictionary that links alternative
notations of ontology items that vary lexically or morophologically (e.g., “expensive” and “luxury”
express the same meaning as “high price” in the dictionary) [82]. Besides, these task-oriented dialogue systems need to train a policy agent, which chooses the most suitable dialogue action (e.g.,
ask questions, provide recommendations, give information) from a manually crafted explicit dialogue action pool to guide the generation of machine conversations [11, 70] in each conversation
turn. Consequently, in task-oriented dialogue systems, both the diversity and accuracy of dialogue responses are hugely limited by these hand-crafted rules. Furthermore, recent task-oriented
dialogue systems are fine-tuned with reinforcement learning (RL) by asking the end-users for an
evaluation score as the reward at the end of a conversation [17, 45, 84], which is impractical in
real-life application scenarios.
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, in this article, we propose a novel end-to-end Conversational Recommender System with Adversarial Learning (CRSAL) that integrates the dialogue
functionality with recommender systems seamlessly. As shown in Figure 2, CRSAL consists of
three key modules. First, the information extraction module analyzes the input user utterance to
track the current dialogue state, extract the user’s current intent, and generate a personalized recommendation list. In this module, to avoid the disadvantages of pre-defined, inflexible semantic
mapping dictionaries, we propose a fully statistical neural dialogue belief tracker, which utilizes
the implicit, latent semantic representations of tokens to identify the user demand instead of performing explicit token matching. Afterwards, the outputs of the information extraction process,
including the dialogue belief state, the utterance intent, and the personalized recommendation
list, will be fed into the conversational response generation module. A neural policy agent is introduced here to generate dialogue actions, which will lead the natural language generator to decode
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the information passed from the first module into conversations. Both the neural policy agent
and natural language generator will be trained via a variational inference network. By adaptively
determining the dialogue actions based on the semantically clustered utterance tokens, we bypass
the limitations of manually designed dialogue actions, thus substantially improve the dialogue
action generation performance during conversational recommendations. At last, to ensure the accuracy of generated dialogue actions, the adversarial reinforcement learning module is introduced
to fine-tune the dialogue policy agent. We propose an innovative reinforcement learning method
by extending the advantage Actor-Critic algorithm [22] to an adversarial learning scheme, which
encourages the dialogue policy agent to fully mimic human-made responses (i.e., ground-truth).
To better evaluate the effectiveness of the conversational recommender systems, we also propose
a joint evaluation metric, namely, QoCR, which quantifies the overall performance by considering
both the task success rate and the quality of system-generated responses.
In summary, this article has made the following contributions:
• We propose CRSAL, a novel conversational recommender system that can interact with
end-users using human-like conversations, analyze user demands, and provide personalized
conversational recommendations. All the components of CRSAL are modularly connected,
enabling the system to be trained in an end-to-end fashion.
• In CRSAL, we establish advantages against existing conversational recommender systems
with two-way human-machine communications, while overcoming the drawbacks of handcrafting semantic dictionaries and dialogue responses with a fully statistical dialogue belief
tracker and an innovative conversational response generation scheme based on neural variational inference networks.
• To make the generated dialogue responses more accurate and human-like, we further propose an adversarial training approach for CRSAL based on advantage Actor-Critic reinforcement learning algorithm to actively refine the quality of actions generated by the policy agent.
• We conduct extensive experiments on three public datasets, and the results show the superiority of CRSAL against state-of-the-art baselines in terms of both the recommendation effectiveness and conversation quality. A new joint evaluation metric is also proposed
to evaluate the all-round performance of conversational recommender systems in real-life
scenarios.
2

RELATED WORK

There are three lines of research related to our work, namely, recommender systems, task-oriented
dialogue systems, and reinforcement learning. We will review these research areas in this section.
2.1 Recommender Systems
Recommender systems have become a significant component for online service providers in the
era of e-commerce, because they are efficient tools for exploring user preferences and generating
personalized recommendations. Many e-commerce companies such as Amazon and Netflix deploy
recommender systems to analyze user preferences based on explicit and/or implicit feedback and
infer their potentially preferred items [29, 74]. Based on the type of input data, the recommender
systems can be summarized into collaborative filtering (CF) systems, content-based recommender
systems, and hybrid recommender systems [10, 75, 94]. Early researches in CF formulate the recommendation task as a regression problem to predict the user potential rating score for the candidate items [36, 61]. However, the rating-based recommendation models cannot perform well in
top-N recommendation, which arouses the attention on ranking-based recommendation [15]. The
core idea of ranking-based recommendation is to learn a model based on the relative preference
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of a user over pairs of items. Then the model can generate a pairwise user-item affinity score for
personalized item ranking [31].
Recent years have witnessed great progress in ranking-based recommendation [12, 41, 76, 91].
For example, Rendle et al. first proposed Bayesian Persinalized Ranking (BPR) [62] based on CF.
Hsieh et al. discussed the limitation of feature interactions in Factorization Machines (i.e., inner
product) and proposed the Collaborative Metric Learning (CML) framework to model feature interactions based on Euclidean distance of the feature vector [29]. More recently, He et al. combined the strength of FM and Multi-Layer Perceptions (MLPs) and introduced Neural Factorization
Machines [23]. This model enhances the overall recommendation performance by learning the
high-order and non-linear feature interactions. In addition, temporal patterns within user transactions have also motivated extensive research on session-based recommendation [21, 47].
However, most state-of-the-art recommender systems highly rely on users’ historical trajectories to generate personalized recommendation [26]. It lacks the capability of capturing users’ dynamic intentions/demands and recommending the item in a human-like way. In contrast, our proposed CRSAL integrates the dialogue system with a recommender system seamlessly to perform
human-like conversational recommendations. The dialogue system generates suitable conversational responses to acquire dynamic user demands and present the recommended items through
dialogues. Conversational recommender systems can behave like a human assistant to communicate with the user, which could greatly improve the using experience.
2.2

Task-oriented Dialogue Systems

Task-oriented dialogue systems are one important branch in dialogue system research, which aims
to help the user finish some specific tasks [96]. Though conversational recommendation is an
emerging research topic, the basic concepts and model designs are mostly originated from taskoriented dialogue systems. For example, Sun et al. [72] designed a conversational recommender
system to process the semi-structured user queries with facet-value pairs and fine-tune the generated dialogue policies with deep reinforcement learning. Zhang et al. [95] proposed the “systems ask, users respond” (SAUR) paradigm for conversational recommendation in e-commerce.
In SAUR, a system agent is designed to ask users different questions to obtain clarified demands
continuously, and a multi-memory network is utilized to analyze the user utterances for recommendation. In the most recent, Li et al. [40] introduced a new neural architecture for conversational
recommendation and constructed a movie dataset for evaluation, and Christakopoulou et al. built a
conversational recommender system based on sequential neural networks [13]. However, existing
conversational recommender systems simply regard human-machine interactions as an approach
to let users detail their demands. As a result, these systems lack the capability of answering questions from users, which is actually important to fully address users’ concerns about the suggested
items and ensure successful recommendations.
Along another line, research on traditional task-oriented dialogue systems has achieved significant improvements in helping users finish some specific tasks via human-like dialogue responses.
One of the earliest end-to-end task-oriented dialogue systems was proposed in Reference [97],
which applied a deep recurrent neural network to a relatively simple “yes/no” question-answering
task. More task-oriented dialogue systems are developed for various real-life tasks since then, such
as searching for restaurants [82], ordering flight tickets [79], and booking for movies [58]. Wei et al.
[79] presented a sequence-to-sequence dialogue system for flight ticket booking, which can generate high-level human-like responses. Unfortunately, the major limitation of task-oriented dialogue
systems comes from their high dependency on the manually crafted rules. Existing task-oriented
dialogue systems count on the predefined semantic matching dictionaries to identify the user demand and dialogue actions, which require huge domain knowledge and human labor. Moreover,
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state-of-the-art approaches rely on reinforcement learning (RL) to fine-tune the dialogue policy
agent. Such systems require end-users’ feedback (e.g., ratings or binary evaluations) as the RL reward signal to fine-tune the model parameters. However, the feedback from the user is usually
subjective and difficult to obtain in practice, making these models underperform in real applications.
The two-way interaction we emphasize in task-oriented dialogue systems has some similarities
to the mixed initiative interaction in the information retrieval literature [1, 4, 14, 27]. On one hand,
task-oriented dialogue systems are designed to help users complete some specific tasks through
natural language response [87]—they mostly make machines ask users a series of questions to
gather sufficient information to complete the task (e.g., extracting user preferences for recommendation). In CRSAL, we aim to achieve the “two-way” communication where both the user and
machines can either ask questions or provide requested information. On the other hand, mixed initiative agents provide a flexible interaction scheme where the user and the agent can take turns to
exchange initiatives [1, 4, 14, 27], but existing mixed initiative agents lack the ability to infer users’
implicit personal preferences to retrieve the most suitable items from diverse candidate items for
recommendation. Hence, our proposed system could be regarded as a recommendation-oriented
dialogue system that enables flexible two-way interactions as in mixed initiative agents and is also
able to model users’ latent interests for personalized recommendation.
It is also worth mentioning that we assimilate inspirations from some recent research [20, 55,
89, 98] to solve the aforementioned problems. Our proposed CRSAL identifies the user demand
using the semantic representation of tokens instead of explicit semantic matching and clusters the
dialogue actions straightly from the raw data. In CRSAL, an adversarial advantage Actor-Critic
RL approach is introduced to imitate real end-users to generate the evaluation feedback. In this
way, we can eliminate the limitation of manually crafted rules and in turn improve the overall
recommendation performance.
2.3

Reinforcement Learning

Exploiting reinforcement learning (RL) on the policy agents in task-oriented dialogue systems
has recently demonstrated promising effectiveness [19, 58, 71, 72, 98]. RL-based dialogue systems
assume the model will receive a reward signal at the end of a conversation in the form of either a
continuous score or binary evaluation, thus helping optimize the model parameters. In practice, the
feedback from real end-users is subject to biases and unavailability [70], which creates a significant
obstacle for fully optimizing these dialogue systems.
Two major approaches have been proposed to tackle the aforementioned problem. One is to
utilize prior knowledge learned from real conversations among humans coupled with imitation
learning or rule-based learning methods [43, 68]. The dialogue agent first pre-trains an initial rulebased policy agent and then refines the policy agent with RL. The other is to introduce a heuristic
reward function to guide the policy decision. For example, Su et al. proposed a reward estimation
method through online learning with Gaussian process classification [69]. Houthooft et al. studied an exploration strategy based on the maximization of information gain [28] by designing an
intrinsic reward bonus to the reward function.
Meanwhile, the Actor-Critic-based (AC) RL method can combine the advantage of the above
two approaches and achieve superior performance on optimizing the policy agent [80]. However,
conventional AC methods suffer from the problem of high variance of gradients, which would result in an unstable learning process and/or sub-optimal policy agents [78]. Mnih et al. introduced
a method named advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) reinforcement learning to solve the high variance
problem by adding an advantage function [51]. This function could decrease the cumulative variance in reward signal and then achieve more stable updates. But the A2C approach still relies on the
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prior knowledge to guide the learning process. Recent approaches of generative adversarial networks (GANs) have inspired much research in task-oriented dialogue systems [38, 44, 57]. Liu et al.
proposed a sample method to use the adversarial learning to fine-tune the dialogue system [44].
Peng et al. combined the advantage Actor-Critic reinforcement learning with adversarial learning
and proposed an adversarial reinforcement learning method [57]. This method stacks an traditional
A2C reinforcement learning with an adversarial learning layer to formulate a two-phase reinforcement learning. This model is, however, hard to find a group of satisfying parameters, because he
directly searches the optimized parameters with reinforcement learning on a random state and
conduct twice parameters with two different gradients in one batch. The two-phase reinforcement
learning also increases the computational cost during the training. Based on the previous work,
we propose a novel adversarial advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) reinforcement learning method in
this article. We simplified the previous adversarial advantage Actor-Critic reinforcement learning structure and embedded the adversarial learning directly into the reinforcement learning. We
leverage the raw data to learn the policy agent (i.e., the Actor) and the discriminator. The discriminator is trained to discriminate the generated action from the human expert and dialogue policy
agent as accurately as possible. And the output of the discriminator serves as an important intrinsic reward to construct the feedback from the “Critic,” which is sequentially used to encourage the
Actor to generate human-like responses.
3 THE PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we detail our proposed model, namely, Conversational Recommender System with
Adversarial Learning (CRSAL). As illustrated in Figure 2, the workflow of CRSAL consists of three
phases: information extraction, conversational response generation, and reinforcement learning.
With a user utterance as the input, we perform a three-way information extraction with: (1) a dialogue state tracker (DST) to infer the current dialogue belief state from the utterance; (2) a neural
intent encoder (NIE) to encode the utterance into a vectorized representation of the user’s intent;
and (3) a neural recommender network (NRN) to derive personalized recommendations based on
the dialogue states and item features. Then, based on the extracted information, the conversational response generation is accomplished by two components: (1) a neural policy agent (NPA)
to determine the type of next system action to take conditioned on the current dialogue state; and
(2) a natural language generator (NLG) to compose conversational responses regarding the selected
system action. These two components are designed synchronously, and the related parameters are
updated by a neural variational inference network. At last, in the reinforcement learning stage,
an adversarial learning scheme based on advantage Actor-Critic algorithm is proposed to fully
fine-tune the model.
3.1 Information Extraction
In CRSAL, the information extraction module is responsible for distilling semantic and preference
information from raw user utterances. In what follows, we will introduce its three components,
namely, the dialogue state tracker (DST), the neural intent encoder (NIE), and the neural recommender network (NRN).
3.1.1 Dialogue State Tracker. The dialogue belief state refers to the representation of each current linguistic semantics expressed via user utterances, and tracking dialogue states is the key to
ensuring robustness in dialogue systems [6]. The dialogue state tracker (DST) is essentially responsible for extracting the latent linguistic features from the raw input texts. In a conversational
recommender system, dynamically tracking dialogue belief states is the key for understanding
users’ demands and generating coherent, context-sensitive responses [32]. Conventional methods
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 4, Article 34. Publication date: June 2020.
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Fig. 3. The computational process of the fully statistical dialogue state tracker. Different information layers
are differentiated by colors.

for dialogue state tracking mainly employ recurrent neural networks (RNN) and convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [53] to extract n-gram features from delexicalized user utterances. Usually, the item properties (e.g., price) and corresponding adjectives (e.g., cheap) are, respectively,
referred to as slots and values in dialogue systems. As an important preprocessing step, the delexicalization of an utterance replaces the item properties and adjectives mentioned by the user with
generic symbols to enable easier modelling and eliminate ambiguity, e.g., “want a restaurant of
cheap price” and “want a restaurant of low price” will both be delexicalized into “want a restaurant of [V alue − Cheap] [Slot − Price Ranдe]” before being used to extract semantic features.
However, as discussed in Reference [54], the delexicalization-based methods usually require
handcrafted matching dictionaries or manually annotated mentions of ontologies, which can be
very labor-intensive and time-consuming. Also, as different types of online service platforms come
with specialized slots and values (e.g., the keywords for “food type” can be highly different on
two restaurant recommendation websites), existing dialogue state-tracking methods are highly
restricted in applicability and generalizability. To bypass the shortcomings of delexicalizationbased state tracking methods, we propose a fully statistical DST based on deep neural networks.
In our proposed DST, tokens are discriminated via learned word embeddings instead of explicit
vocabulary matching schemes, which offers better state tracking effectiveness and flexibility.
Figure 3 presents the computational process of our proposed DST. At each conversation turn
t, the DST treats the new user utterance input and updates the dialogue belief state bt , which
is a multinomial distribution over each candidate slot-value pairs ω = (s, v) ∈ Ω. The slot-value
pair ω = (s, v) is a tuple of the slot s (e.g., s ∈ {price ranдe, f ood type} for restaurants) and
the corresponding slot value v (e.g., v ∈ {hiдh, medium, low } when s = price ranдe). Each slotvalue pair represents a user’s expectation on a particular property of the items to be recommended.
In the DST, to model the semantic meanings within different slot-value pairs, we derive an embedding vector cω for each specific slot-value pair ω. Note that in this article, we omit the computation
process of all look-up embeddings to be succinct.
t ok } M , which is a sequence
First, in the tth conversation round, given a user utterance Ut = {em
m=1
of M tokens represented by pre-trained word embeddings e, we compute a synergic feature representation ut of utterance Ut . The overview of this computation is shown in Figure 4. To start
with, we construct the n-gram feature matrix Gnt ∈ Rnd ×(M −n+1) from Ut :
Gnt

=



et1ok

⊕ ··· ⊕

ent ok



et2ok

⊕ ··· ⊕

t ok
en+1



···



t ok
ek−n+1

⊕ ··· ⊕

etMok



,

(1)

where ⊕ is the vector concatenation operation. Following Reference [54], we leverage the unigram,
bigram, and trigram features by setting n = 1, 2, 3 and construct three feature matrices Gt1 , Gt2 , Gt3 .
The synergic feature representation ut is calculated as follows:
ut = CN N 1 (Gt1 ) + CN N 2 (Gt2 ) + CN N 3 (Gt3 ),

(2)
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Fig. 4. The CNN-based synergic representation learning. The convolutional filters are adopted to n-gram
utterance features (e.g., unigram feature G 1 , bigram feature G 2 , trigram feature G 3 ). The final representation
u is the summation of all three intermediate features.

where CN N 1 (·), CN N 2 (·), CN N 3 (·) denotes the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for corresponding inputs. Three CNNs all have f filters with latent dimensions of d, 2d, and 3d,
respectively.
Then, to model the semantic information within the utterance, we propose a point-wise interaction between the current utterance ut and each candidate slot-value pair cω (ω ∈ Ω) via the
following:
rsem
t,ω = ut ⊗ cω ,

(3)

where rsem
t,ω is the semantic representation w.r.t. ω, and ⊗ is the element-wise product. Essentially, it
learns the point-wise semnatic similarity between ut and cω , so rsem
t,ω is a vectorized representation
on how well each slot-value pair aligns with the current utterance. Meanwhile, due to the limited
amount of information in short sentences, the dialogue state cannot be fully expressed by a single
user utterance. For example, when asked by the recommender whether the user likes Chinese
food, the user may respond with only yes/no but does not imply other values (e.g., American or
French) for slot f ood type. In such cases, no explicit slot-value pairs can be inferred from the user
utterance, and the accuracy for dialogue state tracking will be largely affected. So, for each slotvalue pair ω, we maintain the contextual information from previous conversation rounds with a
representation rcon
t,ω :
rcon
t,ω = (dt −1 cω )ut ,

(4)

where dt −1 is the system response (see Section 3.2) generated at the previous conversation round
t − 1, and the dot product of cω and dt −1 generates a similarity score. A larger similarity score
means that the candidate slot-value pair ω is more likely to keep the conversation coherent and
vice versa. A larger similarity score means that the chosen candidate ω is more likely to keep the
conversation coherent and vice versa. Then, the similarity score is used as a weighting factor to
quantify the suitability of each candidate slot-value pair ω for utterance ut , represented by rcon
t,ω .
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con
Based on the resulted semantic and contextual representations, namely, rsem
t,ω and rt,ω , we further utilize a feed-forward network to fuse the information from both sides:


con
rt,ω = σ Wsem rsem
(5)
t,ω + Wcon rt,ω + β r ,

where σ is the sigmoid activation function, Wsem and Wcon are two weight matrices, βr is the bias
term, and rt,ω carries the information of both the current dialogue semantics and the contexts.
The dialogue state tracking approaches in one-way communication schemes [54, 55] only consider slot-value pairs from users’ informing utterances (e.g., “I like Italian food”) following a
system-generated question (e.g., “What food type do you prefer”). So, it is hard to track users’
abrupt additional requests/questions (e.g., ‘Is vegetarian food available in this restaurant”). Hence,
to fully enable two-way communications, we feed each user utterance into a fine-grained hierarchical decision process to comprehensively track the dialogue state and respond to informing/requesting utterances accordingly.
With Equation (5), we can derive a specific representation rt,ω for each ω ∈ Ω. Afterwards, to
generate the current dialogue state bt , we present a hierarchical decision process. In CRASL, we
not only compute the overall dialogue state bt for the entire conversation, but also maintain a
specific state bt,ω for each slot-value pair ω at conversation round t. Based on the previous bt −1,ω ,
we update it using rt,ω :
bt,ω = so f tmax (Ws bt −1,ω + Wr rt,ω ),

(6)

where Ws , Wr ∈ R2×d are trainable matrices, and the so f tmax (·) is used to normalize the results
into a binary probability distribution. Because bt,ω = [bt,ω,1 , bt,ω,2 ] is a two-dimensional vector, a
decision γt,ω ∈ {0, 1} on the slot-value-level is made for each ω:
⎧
⎪ 0, if bt,ω,1 ≤ bt,ω,2
.
γt,ω = decision(bt,ω ) = ⎨
⎪ 1, otherwise
⎩

(7)

Intuitively, this binary decision process judges whether the slot-value pair ω suits the users’ demand (1 for positive and 0 for negative). Note that because ω = (s, v), γt,ω = ηt,s,v . So, in the
conversation round t, for each specific slot s, we further aggregate the binary results on different
values v to generate slot-level decisions:
decision  (s) = [γt,s,v1 , γt,s,v2 , . . . , γt,s,vns ],

(8)

where ns is the number of all candidate values for slot s. In short, decision  (s) generates a one-hot
encoding, where the most relevant values of slot s are marked with 1, and 0 otherwise. Finally,
we generate the conversation-level representation of the current dialogue belief state bt , which is
a one-hot vector constructed by concatenating all the slot-level decisions on s:
bt = decision  (s 1 ) ⊕ decision  (s 2 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ decision  (sn ),

(9)

where n is the total number of different slots. Similar to References [81, 89], our DST is pre-trained
by minimizing the cumulative cross-entropy between the prediction b̂t,ω and the ground truth
label b̄t,ω ,

L DST = −
(b̂t,ω loд(b̄t,ω )),
(10)
w ∈Ω

where b̂t,ω is the prediction of the belief state before the softmax.
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3.1.2 Neural Intent Encoder. The user intent within each utterance is a user’s purpose to deliver a specific type of information. For example, “I want an expensive restaurant” and “I like
fine-dining” have the same intent of expressing preferences on high restaurant price range. Conventional methods mostly identify the intention through the predefined rules that are manually
crafted and assign each intent an embedding vector [65, 77], which hinders both the flexibility and
expressiveness of the modelled user intent. Thus, in CRSAL, inspired by the sequence-to-sequence
learning framework [73], we introduce NIE, which encodes the word sequence derived from user
M
into a distributed user intent representation zt that replaces the tradiutterance Ut = {em }m=1
tional hand-coded dialogue act representation [60]. Notably, utterances with similar intents are
supposed to have intent representations that are close to each other and vice versa. To achieve
this with NIE, we perform an initial delexicalization on the raw utterances, where the tokens representing the same slots/values are replaced by the same generic token. Meanwhile, to avoid the
drawbacks of traditional predefined delexicalization approaches mentioned in Section 3.1.1, we
adopt a similarity-based delexicalization on user utterances. Specifically, for each utterance token
ut,m within the synergic representation ut = ut,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ut, M , we calculate its similarity to all
s ∈ S:
ϱ t,m = [ϱ t,m,s1 , ϱ t,m,s2 , . . . , ϱ t,m,sn ]
 
 



(11)


slo

slo
= σ ut,m
eslo
,
s 1 , σ ut,m es 2 , . . . , σ ut,m es n
where eslo
s is the embedding vector for slot s. Then, we select the best-matching slot s ∗ for token
ut,m with the following:
⎧
⎪
s, if ϱ t,m,s ≥ 0.9 and ϱ t,m,s = max (ϱ t,m )
,
(12)
s∗ = ⎨
⎪NU LL, otherwise
⎩
where we use 0.9 as the threshold to ensure the suitability of the identified slot s ∗ . Similarly, we
select the best-matching value v ∗ from the corresponding value set Vs∗ for slot s ∗ :
ξ t,m = [ξ t,m,v1 , ξ t,m,v2 , . . . , ξ t,m,vns∗ ]
 



 


val

val
eval
,
= σ ut,m
v 1 , σ ut,m ev 2 , . . . , σ ut,m ev ns

(13)

∗

and:

⎧
⎪
v, if ξ t,m,v ≥ 0.9 and ξ t,m,v = max (ξ t,m )
v∗ = ⎨
,
(14)
⎪NU LL, otherwise
⎩
where eval
v is the embedding vector for value v.
We repeat Equation (11)–Equation (14) for all M tokens in ut . Then, if a slot/value s ∗ /v ∗ is identified in the mth utterance token, the corresponding representation ut,m is replaced by the slot/value
embedding ds∗ /dv∗ . Last, with the delexicalized utterance representation Ut, we feed the sequence
into a bidirectional long short-term memory (biLSTM) network and concatenate the last forward
and backward neural hidden state as the final representation of user intention:
→
−
zt , ←
z−t = biLST M (Ut ),
(15)
−
zt = →
zt ⊕ ←
z−t .
Essentially, the BiLSTM network effectively replaces the conventional hand-crafted intent representations by encoding all the latent semantic information of all tokens in the utterance into a
dense representation. In Section 3.2, we will further introduce how zt is used for conversational
response generation.
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3.1.3 Neural Recommender Network. In our conversational recommender system, to suggest
suitable items to meet different user demands, we introduce our NRN that generates a ranked
item list for each user according to the current dialogue state bt ∈ {0, 1} |Ω |×1 . During the humanmachine conversations, the user interacts with the conversational recommender turn-by-turn to
express her/his demand on the ideal items. Assuming a recommendation response is decided by
the system (see Section 3.2) in conversation round t, the NRN retrieves from the item database
to rank all items for each user. The core idea is to utilize NRN to compute ranking scores for all
items based on the extracted user preferences from dialogues and then form a ranking list based on
the scores. For each item i ∈ I, we use fi ∈ {0, 1} |I |×1 to denote its one-hot representation. As the
dialogue state vector bt encodes all slot-value pairs mentioned by the user, it carries substantial
information about user preferences, so we concatenate it with the item one-hot vector fi as the
input of NRN:
(16)
xt,i = bt ⊕ fi ,
where xt,i ∈ {0, 1} ( |Ω |+ |I |)×1 is the input feature vector. Now, the ranking score for item i can be
generated by learning a regression function f N RN (·) that maps xt,i to the desired output. Since the
input feature xt,i in our conversational recommender system is high-dimensional but very sparse,
a widely adopted solution is factorization machines (FMs) [61] that can learn cross-feature interactions. However, the relationships between the features and the predicted target in real application
scenario is rather complex, and the FM models are much constrained by their limited expressiveness [23]. Hence, we design f N RN (·) based on Reference [23], which is a non-linear extension of
the plain FM, namely, the neural factorization machine with proven effectiveness on modelling
sparse features and non-linear feature interactions:
f N RN (xt,i ) = w 0 +

|Ω
|+ |I |

w j x t,i, j + д(xt,i ),

(17)

j=1

where the first two terms are the linear regression parts modelling global bias of data and weight
of the features [61], while x t,i, j and w j , respectively, denote the jth element of vector xt,i and
the weight assigned to it. Function д(·) in the third term is a deep neural network modelling the
non-linear feature interactions.
The design of д(·) is shown in Figure 5. The embedding layer projects each input feature
element x t,i, j into a dense vector representation vj , resulting in a set of embedding features
X = {x t,i,1 v1 , . . . , x t,i, |I | v |I | }. On top of the embedding layer, we utilize a bi-interaction layer
[23] as a pooling function to fuse the embedded features into a unified one:
f BI (X) =

|I |
|I | 


x t,i, j vj ⊗ x j  vj  ,

(18)

j=1 j  =j+1

where the bi-interaction operation is denoted by f BI (·). Intuitively, it encodes the second-order
interactions between features into a compact vector representation. Then, with a single-layer feedforward network and a linear projection, we can complete the output of д(·):
д(xt,i ) = wдσ (Wд f BI (Ωx ) + βд ),

(19)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function, Wд and wд are, respectively, network and projection
weights, while β 1 is the network bias term. So far, we can rewrite Equation (17) as:
f N RN (xt,i ) = w 0 +

|Ω
|+ |I |

w j x t,i, j + wдσ (Wд f BI (X) + βд ).

(20)

j=1
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Fig. 5. The non-linear part of the Neural Factorization Machine.

With the fully trained NRN, it ranks all candidate items according to the score f N RN (xt,i ) in
conversation round t and return the ranking list as the recommendation results. Also, we pretrain the NRN and freeze its parameters when training the entire CRSAL model. Considering the
existing datasets for conversational recommender system and task-oriented dialogue system only
contain positive instances (i.e., all instance have target value 1), we need to sample some negative
instances to pair with one positive instance to ensure the generalization of the predictive model.
In our case, we randomly alter two dialogue belief state values, which belong to different slot
names as the negative instances. Three negative instances are coupled with one positive instance
to construct the training set. The model training objective is to minimize the squared loss between
the prediction and the target,

( f N RN (xt,i ) − fnд (xt,i )) 2 ,
(21)
L N RN = −
i ∈I

where fnд (xt,i ) denotes the target of input xt,i , and we update the model parameters with stochastic gradient descent method. Without loss of generality, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that the dialogue state and item information are jointly modelled in a non-linear way
for conversational recommendation tasks.
3.2 Conversational Response Generation
After the information extraction stage, the resulted information is passed into the conversational
response generation module to generate dialogue reactions. In general, the conversational
response generation module first decides which system action to take (e.g., greet the user, ask
for more information, generate recommendations) and then composes several sentences to
complete the chosen action (e.g., asking “what is your budget” to require additional information).
Correspondingly, in this module, a policy agent is built to decide the system action in each
conversation round t conditioned on the extracted information (i.e., dialogue state bt and user
intention zt ). After a system action is decided, we further develop a language generator to
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Fig. 6. The overview of the conversational response generation module.

generate the conversational response with the guidance of the action. In traditional policy agents,
the system actions are manually designed by experts with extensive domain knowledge, which
limits the expressiveness of action representations [98]. Besides, existing task-oriented dialogue
systems suffer from insufficiency of training corpus, which leads to the problems of overfitting
and generalization [81] when being applied to more generic recommendation scenarios.
To solve the aforementioned problems, inspired by the prior research on neural variational inference [8, 34, 64], we jointly design a neural policy agent (NPA) and a natural language generator
(NLG) in the conversational response generation module for learning discourse-level latent representations of actions and guiding the conversation in more sophisticated domains. An overview
of our proposed conversational response generation module is shown in Figure 6. We assume that
utterance representing the same dialogue action will share many common keywords. Furthermore,
a new type of latent dialogue action representation is proposed with the assumption that the utterances representing the same dialogue action will share many common words. In short, we adopt
a clustering-based mechanism to infer the dialogue context and generate the latent system action
representations for each utterance.
3.2.1 Neural Policy Agent. First, in NPA, to explicitly quantify the amount of information received from a user’s utterances, we define an information richness indicator qt ∈ {0, 1}dq ×1 for
conversation round t. Suppose the total amount of different slots mentioned till round t is ηt , then
each element qt, j ∈ qt is defined as:
⎧
⎪ 1, if j = ηt or j = dq < ηt
,
(22)
qt, j = ⎨
⎪ 0, otherwise
⎩
where dq is the total dimension of all slots. Given the dialogue belief state bt and user intention
encoding zt , we first construct the internal dialogue state vector st with:
st = qt ⊕ bt ⊕ zt ,

(23)

and then formulate the probability distribution of system actions at using a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) unit:
πΘ (at |st ) = so f tmax (W2 · tanh(W1 st + β 1 ) + β 2 ),
(24)
where W1 , W2 , β 1 , and β 2 are parameters to learn, and Θ denotes all trainable parameters in the
NPA. Based on this conditional distribution, we can sample a response action at (i.e., the dialogue
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action in the conventional task-oriented dialogue system) for the current dialogue state:
ât ∼ πΘ (at |st ).

(25)

3.2.2 Natural Language Generator. The sampled dialogue action ât and the dialogue internal
state st are then utlized by our NLG for obtaining a dialogue control vector ot :
ot = W5 at ⊕ (σ (W3 at + β 3 ) · W4 st ),

(26)

where at is the one-hot encoding for the sampled action ât , W3 , W4 , W5 , and β 3 are trainable
parameters. Intuitively, the degree of information flow from the internal dialogue state st is controlled by a sigmoid gate whose input signal is the sampled system action at . Next, the control
vector ot will govern the generation of conversational response Dt = {τt,1 , τt,2 , . . . , τt, K } using a
conditional LSTM [81] language model:

p(τt,k+1 |τt,k , ht,k−1 , ot ),
(27)
pΘ (Dt |at , st ) =
k ∈ {1, ..., K }

with τt,k as the kth output token (i.e., a word, a delexicalized slot name, or value), and ht,k−1 the
LSTM decoder’s last hidden state, and the Dt is the conversational response in the tth conversation
turn consisting of a sequence of tokens. We can obtain the parameterized model using internal state
st and the response Dt as the following:

pΘ (Dt |at , st )πΘ (at |st ).
(28)
pΘ (Dt |st ) =
∀a t

3.2.3 Parameter Inference. To conduct parameter inference, we need to approximate the posterior distribution of the latent action pΘ (at |st , Dt ). Hence, we learn an inference network
yΦ (at |st , Dt ) so that we can optimize the lower bound of the joint probability in the neural variational inference framework [50]. The lower bound of the variational inference is the following
log-likelihood:
L = EyΦ (at |st , Dt ) [log pΘ (Dt |at , st )] − d K L (yΦ (at |st , Dt )  πΘ (at |st ))

pΘ (Dt |at , st )πΘ (at |st )
≤ log
at

(29)

= log pΘ (Dt |st ),
where we deploy a trade-off factor λ > 0 on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence d K L (·) when
computing the loss:
L = EyΦ (at |st , Dt ) [log pΘ (Dt |at , st )] − λd K L (yΦ (at |st , Dt )  πΘ (at |st )).
Hereby, the inference network yΦ (at |st , Dt ) can be formulated as:


yΦ (at |st , Dt ) = so f tmax We etall ,
etall = σ (Wb bt + Wq qt + Wz zt + Wd dt + β y ),

(30)

(31)

where We , Wb , Wq , Wz , Wd , and β y are corresponding trainable parameters. We use et here
to represent the combination of dialogue belief state bt , information richness indicator qt , user
intention encoding zt , and the encoding of system-generated conversation dt . In the inference
network yΦ (at |st , Dt ), it is worth noting that the representation of the system-generated dialogue
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dt is calculated by encoding the token sequence Dt = {τt,1 , τt,2 , . . . , τt, K } into a single vector using
biLSTM with an embedding layer:
→
− ←
−
dt , dt = biLST M (Dt ),
(32)
→
− ←
−
dt = dt ⊕ dt .
In our policy agent, although the πθ (at |st ) and yΦ (at |st , Dt ) are the parameterized distribution
w.r.t. the dialogue action at , the approximation yΦ (at |st , Dt ) only functions during inference by
producing samples to compute the stochastic gradients, while ϕ θ (Dt |st ) is responsible for generating the action samples to guide the generation of conversational responses. Based on the sampled
system actions from the inference network at ∼ yΦ (at |st ), we can optimize the parameters Θ and
Φ against the variational lower bound. In what follows, we describe our different optimization
strategies specifically designed for the NPA and NLG based on Equation (28).
For parameter set Θ, we divide it into two parts, i.e., Θ = {ΘN P A , ΘN LG }. In terms of ΘN P A in
the policy agent, we use the back-propagation to update the parameters:
∇ΘN P A L = ∇ΘN P A EyΦ (at |st , Dt ) [log pΘN P A (Dt |at , st )].

(33)

As for the parameters ΘN LG in the NLG, they are updated by minimizing the KL divergence:
∇ΘN LG L = −∇ΘN LG λd K L (yϕ (at |st , Dt )||πΘN LG (at |st )).

(34)

Meanwhile, we update the parameters Φ within the inference network yΦ (at |st , Dt ) by first
defining the following learning signal r (Dt , at , st ):
r (Dt , at , st ) = log pΘN P A (Dt |at , st ) − λ(log yΦ (at |st , kt )) − log(πΘN LG (at |st )) + br ,

(35)

with the scalar br to adjust the estimation variance. Then, we can use the learning signal to update
Φ via:
∇Φ L = ∇Φ EyΦ (at |st , Dt ) [r (Dt , at , st ) logyΦ (at |st , Dt ) ].
(36)
An unsupervised learning scheme will be subject to the high variance of the samples from the
inference network and the overly strong influence of the NLG pΘ (Dt |at , st ). So, to stabilize the
training process, we adopt a weighted semi-supervised learning method to determine the system
actions in the latent space. Inspired by Reference [71], we cluster the latent actions of the utterance
based on the keywords in the delexicalized utterance, thus automatically generating the label at
for each training example. As such, we can obtain a small portion of labelled training instances
(Dt , st , at ) ∈ T . In T , we treat at as the observed variable and maximize the joint log-likelihood
to train the model:

log[pΘN P A (Dt |at , st )πΘN LG (at |st )yΦ (at |st , Dt )].
(37)
L1 =
( Dt ,st ,a t ) ∈ T

Furthermore, when the model is trained on the unlabelled instances (Dt , st ) ∈ T , we optimize
it against the variational lower bound, which is similar to Equation (28):

Eyϕ (at |st , Dt ) [log pθ N P A (Dt |at , st )] − λd K L (yϕ (at |st , Dt )||πθ N LG (at |st )). (38)
L2 =
( Dt ,st ) ∈ T

At last, the final loss L ∗ is formulated as the following:
L ∗ = L1 + ηL2 ,

(39)

where we use a parameter η to balance the influence of the supervised and unsupervised losses.
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Fig. 7. The overview of the proposed adversarial Advantage Actor-Critic reinforcement learning.

3.3

Adversarial Reinforcement Learning

In Section 3.2, we have learned a neural policy agent πΘ (at |st ) that infers a system action at in each
conversation round to guide the conversation generation. However, the limited training corpus
makes it hard to derive a satisfying policy agent for completing conversational recommendation.
Besides, the biases within end-users’ feedback and its insufficiency make it hard to be used as the
reward signal to fine-tune our NPA. Therefore, we introduce an adversarial reinforcement learning
approach illustrated in Figure 7 as a solution to train the NPA.
The decision procedure of a dialogue action in a conversation can be regarded as a partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). The policy agent should select the best system
action in each conversation round so that the long-term objective can be optimized. The ActorCritic-based (AC-based) methods have shown promising performance compared with other reinforcement learning (RL) methods for dialogue policy decision-making [57, 70]. AC-based methods
assume that a dialogue system behaving like human experts could lay positive influence on longterm performance and adopt an actor to generate an action to imitate human behaviors and then
leverage a critic to judge whether the generated response is helpful to the final objective or not.
The output of the critic serves as the reward signal to regulate the actor to generate high-quality
system actions. Recently, an advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) method is proposed, where an advantage function is designed to decrease the cumulative variance in the reward signal and stabilize the
RL process [22, 51]. Inspired by the latest generative adversarial networks (GANs) [20], we additionally design a discriminator in our system to differentiate the system-generated responses from
the ones made by human experts, whose output could be used as an intrinsic reward in the A2C
framework. The intuition behind this method is that, if the system-generated actions are close to
the high-quality actions made by humans, then those generated actions can further help generate
high-quality dialogues, so a high reward will be given. In this way, the embedded adversarial learning in the advantage Actor-Critic framework can encourage our NPA to generate more realistic
and human-like actions during the conversation.
To this end, we propose a novel solution to perform adversarial reinforcement learning on the
neural policy agent, namely, the adversarial advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) framework. In A3C, the
neural policy agent (NPA) πΘ (at |st ) serves as the actor to generate system action at conditioned on
current dialogue state st , the critic computes an advantage function AπΘ (at |st ) (st , at ) quantifying
the benefit of the current dialogue action at , and the introduced discriminator τϕ (st , at ) is trained
to differentiate the system-generated actions from the ground truth responses made by humans.
The training objective is to find a proper policy agent that maximizes the expected dialogue reward
 −1
R = Tt =0
r t over all candidate dialogue trajectories, where T is the length of the conversation and
r t is the RL reward signal at time stamp t. Based on the NPA πΘ (at |st ) and reward Q πθ (at |st ) (st , at ),
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we can obtain the gradient of the parameters in NPA with:
∇Θ J (Θ) = ∇Θ E[πΘ (at |st )Q πΘ (at |st ) (st , at )].

(40)

Because the reward signal relies on the action a sampled by NPA πΘ (at |st ), it may cause a large
variance on the reward signal, which can weaken the training robustness. A baseline function
ψ (s) is studied in Reference [51] to reduce the variance while keeping the estimated gradient
unchanged. Thus, we design a baseline function ψ (s) = F F N (s) to represent the current state value
with a single layer feedforward neural network. By constructing an advantage function with the
reward signal and baseline function, we can quantify the impact of the current action to the task
completion, which also reflects the quality of the system-generated action. As such, Equation (40)
is rewritten as:
∇Θ J (Θ) = ∇Θ E[loдπΘ (at |st )AπΘ (at |st ) (st , at )],
(41)
AπΘ (at |st ) (st , at ) = Q πΘ (at |st ) (st , at ) − ψ (st ).
However, we have to train two groups of parameters in this setting. To simplify the mathematical
form of the advantage function and increase model stability, we leverage temporal difference (TD)
error as an unbiased estimation of the advantage function:
δ πΘ (at |st ) = r t (st , at ) + ψ (st +1 ) − ψ (st ),

(42)

where st +1 is the updated dialogue state in the next conversation round. Such an advantage function gives the same weight for each turn in the conversation, which can be problematic, as the
actor tends to prolong the conversation instead of finishing the task. Here, we apply a damping
factor γ ∈ [0, 1) on ψ (st +1 ) to encourage the model to finish the task in fewer conversation rounds.
The modified TD error can be written as the following:
δ πΘ (at |st ) = r t (st , at ) + γψ (st +1 ) − ψ (st ).

(43)

So far, the gradient function can be updated as:
∇Θ J (Θ) = ∇Θ E[loдπΘ (at |st )δ πΘ (at |st ) ].

(44)

In our case, as the actor is responsible for generating human-like system actions, the role of
the actor can be regarded as the generator in our adversarial learning framework. Meanwhile, the
discriminator is designed to distinguish the generated actions with the ground truth actions made
by humans:
ρ t = LST M (st , at ),
τϕ (st , at ) = σ (Wr ρ t + βr ),

(45)

where σ is the logistic Siдmoid function, Wr and β r are the weight and bias in the discriminator’s
output layer. The output of the discriminator serves as an intrinsic reward to force the generator
to produce human-like response actions. We require the discriminator to be able to accurately
distinguish the generated actions from the NPA from human-made ones, so that the NPA can
be fully trained and eventually react like a human. We can formulate this training objective as a
minimax game to find the parameters at saddle point:
Jπ ∗,τ ∗ = min max E (s,a)∼πtrue (a |s) [log τϕ (st , at )] + E (s,a)∼πΘ (a |s) [log(1 − τϕ (st , at ))].
Θ

ϕ

(46)

The objective of our discriminator is to maximize the likelihood of successfully differentiating
the system-generated actions and human actions. We treat the generated actions as negative samples while the human-made ones are treated as positive samples, and the discriminator is trained
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to distinguish them. The optimal parameter for the discriminator is:
ϕ ∗ = max E (s,a)∼πtrue (a |s) [log τϕ (st , at )] + E (s,a)∼πΘ∗ (at |st ) [log(1 − τϕ (st , at ))],
ϕ

(47)

The output of τϕ (s, a) is regulated with the range of [0, 1), which can be viewed as a probability
indicating how similar the generated action is to the human-made action. This metric serves as
an important intrinsic reward to construct the reinforcement learning reward r t (st , at ) in Equation (43):
(48)
r t (st , at ) = τϕ (st , at ) + r ben .
For balancing the dialogue quality and task completion, we add another intermediate metric
r ben , which indicates whether the generated dialogue action is beneficial for finishing the task,
into the reward function. Here, we determine whether a dialogue action is beneficial by observing
the impact of the system-generated action to task completion:
⎧
1,
the at has a positive influence
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
r
= ⎪ −1, the at has a negative influence.
(49)
⎪
⎪
⎪ 0,
otherwise
⎩
Algorithm 1 presents the training process based on our proposed A3C framework. Though there
is a recent enhancement on A2C methods using adversarial learning [51], it directly adopts RL to
train the whole dialogue system from scratch, and the model parameters require a two-phase update procedure, i.e., the pure A2C process and the A2C process with adversarial learning. Squeezing these two RL steps into one training batch inevitably increases the difficulty in finding a set
of universally optimal parameters, and it is resource-consuming. In contrast, we first pre-train the
policy agent in CRSAL and then fine-tune it in our proposed A3C scheme, hence the discriminator
can directly measure the similarity between the generated response and human-made ones for
calculating the RL reward, making it faster and easier to obtain the optimal model parameters.
ben

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
We implement CRSAL on three public datasets, namely, DSTC2, CamRest676, and MultiWOZ
2.1, to verify its effectiveness and performance on conversational recommendation. The first two
datasets focus on the task of helping users find restaurants that meet their requirements in Cambridge, UK, and they share the same ontology and restaurant database. The third dataset is currently one of the most challenging multi-domain human-human dialogue datasets, having seven
different daily conversation scenarios. We also select the dialogues in the restaurant domain to perform conversational recommendation. These three datasets are generated by human participants
and further preprocessed by human experts, making them fully align with real human-human
conversational interactions. The details of the three datasets are introduced below:
DSTC2 [24]: DSTC2 is a dataset collected via automatic speech recognition in the restaurant
searching domain. Due to the complex acoustic conditions, the raw dataset inevitably
contains many linguistic errors [55]. In our experiment, we adopt a manually cleaned
version of DSTC2.1 We follow the same dividing strategy for training, validation, and
test as Reference [24]. The training set includes 1,612 conversations, while there are 506
and 1,117 conversations, respectively, in the validation and test set. In each conversation
session, the user can use three kinds of informing slots (i.e., price ranдe, f ood type, area)
1 https://www.dropbox.com/s/eqv2vgc8labxk0r/dstc2.rar?dl=0.
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ALGORITHM 1: Adversarial Advantage Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning
Input: Ground truth training actions A, neural policy agent π Θ (at |st ), discriminator τϕ (st , at ),
baseline function ψ (st ), maximum training iteration N ;
Result: Fine-tuned neural policy agent π Θ (a|s);
1 Pre-train the neural policy agent π Θ (a|s) based on the given training corpus A;
N P A;
2 Use pre-trained neural policy agent π Θ (a|s) to generate a set of simulated system actions A
+
−
N
P
A
3 Draw positive samples A and negative samples A , respectively, from A and A
;
+
−
4 Pre-train the discriminator τϕ (st , a t ) with A and A ;
5 N ← 0;
6 while i ≤ N do
7
bu f f er ← ∅;
8
while t is not the final conversation turn do
9
Generate system action at with policy agent π Θ (a|s) and current dialogue state st ;
10
Calculate the reward r t with Equation (48);
11
Obtain a new state st +1 for conversation round t + 1 with Equation (23);
12
bu f f er ← (st , at , r t , st +1 );
13
end
14
Compute the TD error with Equation (43);
15
Take a gradient step to optimize neural policy agent π Θ (at |st ) with Equation (44);
16
Take a gradient step to optimize discriminator τϕ (st , at ) with Equation (47);
17 end

to clarify her/his demand, which are identified by our conversational recommender system to generate the recommendation. Once the user has selected a restaurant, she/he can
further use seven inquiring slots (i.e., name, phone number , address, postcode plus three
informing slots) to ask for further information about the restaurant.
CamRest676 [82]: The CamRest676 dataset is collected based on a modified Wizard-of-Oz
paradigm [33], and it shares the same restaurant information with DSTC2. Human participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk and asked to compose the conversations from the perspective of either a user or a wizard. During the data collection
process, a user is asked to follow a pre-specified user goal to interact with the wizard, so
the collected dialogue is much closer to reality. There are 676 dialogues in the dataset. We
use the same dataset preprocessing method used in Reference [82] and split the dataset
for training, validation, and test with the ratio of 3:1:1.
MultiWOZ 2.1 [18]: The MultiWOZ 2.1 is an updated version of MultiWOZ 2.0 dataset, which
is one of the largest publicly available multi-domain human-human dialogue datasets.
This dataset is also collected via the Wizard-of-Oz paradigm, which guarantees that the
training corpus is close to the real-world scenarios. In MultiWOZ 2.1, there are seven
domains, 13 intents, 25 slot categories, and 10,483 dialogue sessions. We select the restaurant reservation domain, which includes 4,688 dialogues and 402 different slot values to
validate the conversational recommendation effectiveness. It is a challenging benchmark
dataset for evaluating the task-oriented dialogue systems due to its inherent topic diversity and rich linguistic variations. Even though it still provides three informing slots as in
the first two datasets, it contains substantially more slot values for users to describe their
fine-grained demands. Also, this dataset includes more dialogue actions (e.g., informing
the number of attendance, making a reservation, asking for reference number, cancelling
the booking).
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Note that these three datasets contain anonymized users (i.e., user IDs are unknown) and positive instances only (i.e., an item is successfully recommended at the end of each conversation),
so we reconstruct the data by sampling negative instances to train all the conversational recommender systems. Because the conversation dataset is anonymous, users’ historical interactions
with items and their side information are unavailable. So, the recommendation problem in our
system is a classic cold start problem [91], where the recommender systems generate the recommendation results based on the collected conversational interactions without any knowledge
on users’ previous behaviors or personal profiles. To achieve a successful conversational recommendation, the conversational recommender systems should be able to generate suitable dialogue
responses during the conversation and accurately find users’ desired items simultaneously.
4.2

Parameter Settings

For the neural components in our proposed CRSAL, the latent dimension of all hidden layers and
embedding layers is set to 50, while all the weights are randomly initialized in [−0.3, 0.3]. The
model is trained using ADAM optimizer [35] with a learning rate of 0.001 for DST, 0.003 for NRN
and LVILM, and 0.008 for the A3C-based RL module. The clustering dimension H of the latent
actions is set to 70, which means that we treat the first 70 response clusters as the supervised
training set T , where an additional dictionary for functional words is applied to enhance the
clustering accuracy. The pre-trained Paragram-SL999 word vectors [52] are used for producing the
utterance embedding [83]. Also, the trade-off parameter η in the semi-supervised learning is set
to 0.1, and we use gradient clipping in [−0.2, 0.2] to prevent gradient explosion and stabilize the
training process.
4.3

Evaluation Metrics

The ultimate goal of the proposed CRSAL is to recommend suitable items to users through humanlike conversations. We assess the effectiveness of the CRSAL from three perspectives: the quality of
conversation generation, the accuracy of items retrieved, and the success rate of recommendation.
Correspondingly, we leverage four evaluation metrics, namely, BLEU, ROUGE, entity matching
rate (EMR), and success rate, which are described as follows:
BLEU: BLEU is a widely used metric for machine translation and task-oriented dialogue
tasks. It evaluates the quality of generated conversational responses by calculating the
co-occurrences of n-grams in the ground truth and the proposed responses [46, 56]. The
BLEU score is the most direct way to indicate the similarity of the generated responses
to the reference sentences.
ROUGE: ROUGE-L (ROUGE for short) is a standard metric for evaluating the performance
of the language generator/translator. It measures how well the words in the generated
response and the ground truth align with each other. ROUGE is calculated by measuring the longest common subsequence of the generated sentences and the ground truth
sentences [2, 42].
EMR: EMR is a metric that indicates whether the items retrieved by the conversational recommender system at the end of the conversation match the ground truth (i.e., the items
actually accepted by users) [24, 82]. The EMR score essentially reflects the accuracy of
the retrieval.
SR: SR evaluates the ratio of successfully completed tasks. A conversational recommendation task is successful only if: (1) the recommended items match a user’s demand; (2) the
conversational recommender system can correctly react to a user’s further queries about
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the recommended item [82] and respond with the right information (e.g., the address of
a restaurant).
In addition, we propose a synergic evaluation metric in our experiments for conversational recommendation, which evaluates the overall performance from both recommendation and conversation perspectives. We term this joint metric quality of conversational recommendation QoCR,
and it is defined as:
QoCR = w S R · SR + w BLEU · BLEU ,

(50)

where the BLEU and SR can be balanced with w S R and w BLEU for different research goals. As
our ultimate target is to ensure a successful delivery of recommendation with the assistance of
conversation, we set w S R = 1 and w BLEU = 0.5 in our experiments.
4.4 Baselines
To better demonstrate the performance of the proposed system, we select several state-of-the-art
baselines for comparison. They are summarized as follows:
CRS: Conversational recommender system (CRS) [72] is a dialogue system for recommending
items to the user. It involves a semi-structured user query to represent the dialogue history as well as the user intent information. This query is then used to make a personalized
recommendation. The dialogue agent is guided by a policy gradient-based reinforcement
learning policy network to generate suitable conversational responses. The main structure is based on the traditional task-oriented dialogue system [97] with a recommender
system added to it.
NDM: The network-based dialogue model (NDM) [82] is an end-to-end task-oriented dialogue system. It is the first work to propose a unified dialogue structure that combines
belief tracking, knowledge base operation, and response generation together. This model
could track the dialogue belief state, inference with a knowledge base, and incorporate
structured knowledge base query into system responses to complete the task.
LIDM: The latent intention dialogue model (LIDM) is a pioneer in using the variational inference network to derive the parameters of the policy agent and language generator. It
adopts the evidence lower bound (ELBO) [48] to approximate the posterior distribution
of the dialogue action, which could fully uncover the latent action space and generate
accurate action prediction. The introduced latent action representations perform better
compared with the explicit dialogue action derived from the sentence action classification [81] on response generation and task completion. It also gives a parameter optimization method with gradient-based reinforcement learning.
MLEM: The maximum likelihood estimation model (MLEM) is a variant of LIDM [89]. It
adopts the log-likelihood method instead of ELBO to derive the distribution of the dialogue action. It spares more attention onto natural language response generation by
sacrificing the accuracy on action prediction.
TSCP: This method introduces a two-stage copynet (TSCP) framework to build a task-oriented
dialogue system, which can handle both task-completion and response generation in a
single Seq2Seq model. TSCP first uses a belief span method to track the dialogue states,
which will further serve as the input source for Seq2Seq modelling [37]. The copynet
incorporates the belief span value into the final response generation to solve the out-ofvocabulary problem in the task-oriented dialogue system.
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Table 1. Effectiveness Results on Three Datasets

Dataset

DSTC2

CamRest676

MultiWOZ 2.1

Method
CRS
NDM
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
CRSAL
CRS
NDM
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
CRSAL
CRS
NDM
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
CRSAL

BLEU
0.210
0.208
0.224
0.235
0.204
0.230
0.228
0.224
0.248
0.304
0.225
0.262
0.146
0.181
0.207
0.195
0.165
0.218

ROGUE
0.342
0.327
0.382
0.414
0.301
0.395
0.389
0.371
0.475
0.503
0.374
0.488
0.267
0.328
0.352
0.337
0.291
0.390

EMR
0.695
0.702
0.709
0.707
0.697
0.719
0.885
0.904
0.916
0.894
0.917
0.925
0.587
0.721
0.764
0.733
0.656
0.803

SR
0.603
0.582
0.621
0.608
0.605
0.628
0.791
0.779
0.838
0.819
0.818
0.854
0.435
0.513
0.572
0.536
0.503
0.604

QoCR
0.708
0.686
0.733
0.726
0.707
0.743
0.905
0.891
0.962
0.971
0.931
0.985
0.508
0.604
0.676
0.634
0.586
0.719

Numbers in bold-face are the best results for corresponding metrics with p-value < 0.01.

4.5

Analysis on Effectiveness Results

We first evaluate all models’ overall performance on conversational recommendation. The experimental results on three datasets are shown in Table 1.
As illustrated in Table 1, CRSAL outperforms all baselines in terms of the EMR, SR, and QoCR
on CamRest676 and DSTC2. Also, CRSAL shows comparable effectiveness in terms of pure dialogue generation quality (BLEU and ROUGE). With the help of the proposed variational inference
network and adversarial reinforcement learning method, the NPA in our model can fully discover
the dialogue action space with latent action representation and approximate the posterior dialogue
action distribution, which means it could generate human-like system actions in each conversation turn to guide the response generation and task completion. Compared with other baselines,
CRSAL can effectively improve the recommendation success rate and provide accurate guidance
to the NLG to generate a more refined response. We can see that MLEM achieves slightly higher
BLEU and ROUGE scores than CRSAL on CamRest676 and DSTC2. This is because it adopts a
maximum log-likelihood to directly derive the dialogue action instead of using ELBO to explore
the posterior distribution of the action space. It decouples the language generator and the policy
agent parameter optimization inside of the variational inference network and gives more attention
to the language generation, whereas our proposed model used ELBO to approximate the posterior
distribution of the dialogue action and optimized the parameters of the NPA and NLG simultaneously. Thus, with a dedicated loss on action accuracy, the MLEM can achieve relatively higher
BLEU scores. However, since BLEU only evaluates how similar the system-generated dialogues
are to the human-generated ones, it does not reveal a model’s capability of accurately responding
to users’ demands. Optimizing a conversational recommender system towards BLEU and ROUGE
metrics may lead the decoder to overwhelmingly focus on generating better conversations instead
of recommending the right items. This explains why we propose QoCR as a joint evaluation metric.
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Because in real application scenarios, models that finish the recommendation task with a moderate
BLEU loss is more appealing than models that only focus on generating human-like dialogues but
fail to provide accurate recommendations.
As presented in Table 1, all the models show decreased performance on MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset
in terms of all evaluation metrics. The MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset contains more slot types, slot values,
dialogue action types, and linguistic variations in the corpus, which challenge the overall performance of the dialogue agent. Conventional task-oriented dialogue systems highly rely on the
explicit human annotations to identify user demands and user intent, which cannot generalize well
to complicated conversation corpus like MultiWOZ 2.1. Though being effective on smaller and simpler datasets DSTC2 and CamRest676, the MLEM, however, underperforms on this dataset. This
is mainly because MLEM directly uses the log-likelihood to simulate the distribution of the predefined dialogue actions. As a result, it performs well when the dialogue action space is limited, as it
could lay more emphasis response generation at the same time. However, the MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset
contains substantially more dialogue actions than CamRest676 and DSTC2, including multiple
types of dialogue actions appearing in one utterance. Therefore, MLEM fails to maintain high accuracy when generating system actions, thus hurting its overall performance. In contrast, CRSAL
significantly outperforms all baselines with a large margin on this complex dataset. The ELBO and
latent action representations in CRSAL grant the model the ability to fully discover the dialogue
action space and generate suitable dialogue actions during the conversation. However, the highly
diverse linguistic representations bring challenges to our proposed neural dialogue belief tracker,
leading to a lower EMR score compared with that on CamRest676. Furthermore, even though most
of the methods achieve a higher EMR score on MultiWOZ 2.1, their task completion (SR) rates are
still relatively low. This is because MultiWOZ 2.1 contains more slots, such as time for reservation,
number of guests, and so on, and the dialogue state tracking methods in the baselines are insensitive to these slots’ numerical variables, which finally causes more failures of the conversation.
Attention should also be paid to the inferior performance of CRS. CRS is designed based on a
traditional task-oriented dialogue system, which means its policy agent cannot generate accurate
dialogue actions to guide the response generation. In this way, the dialogue agent cannot generate
satisfying sentence to interact with the user and identify the user dynamic demand, which finally
result in the failure on task-completion and item retrieval, even though it used a recommender system to retrieval the item that meets the user requirements. The LIDM shares the common method
with our proposed system to optimize the policy agent. However, it selects the policy gradientbased reinforcement learning to direct fine-tune the parameters of the policy agent without learning the intrinsic evaluation (i.e., the similarity score of the generated response and the reference
response) of the generated response. Therefore, our policy agent performs better on action decision
and behaves in a more human-like manner.
Another observation is that most of the methods yield the best performance on CamRest676
compared with the other two datasets. This is because CamRest676 is in a relatively small scale
and has limited diversity of items. However, CRSAL can still achieve promising results on other two
datasets compared with other baseline methods. Last, it can be noticed that the TSCP and LIDM
also achieve competitive overall performance on three datasets. As a task-oriented dialogue system, TSCP is relatively robust on conversational recommendation tasks, since the span representation and copynet used in TSCP have greatly helped it with state tracking and response generation
in noisy environments. As a state-of-the-art model in latent action modelling, LIDM shows similar effectiveness to TSCP on conversational recommendation tasks. The bottleneck of these two
methods is that they cannot learn the intrinsic rewards that can reflect the quality of the generated
system actions, which is addressed by the A3C training scheme in our proposed CRSAL model.
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Table 2. Ablation Test Results

Dataset

DSTC2

CamRest676

MultiWOZ 2.1

4.6

Architecture
CRSAL+DDST
CRSAL/A3C
CRSAL+PGRL
CRSAL+A2C
CRSAL+DIR
CRSAL+NDM
Default
CRSAL+DDST
CRSAL/A3C
CRSAL+PGRL
CRSAL+A2C
CRSAL+DIR
CRSAL+NDM
Default
CRSAL+DDST
CRSAL/A3C
CRSAL+PGRL
CRSAL+A2C
CRSAL+DIR
CRSAL+NDM
Default

BLEU
0.223
0.212
0.218
0.220
0.230
0.216
0.230
0.253
0.221
0.236
0.238
0.262
0.232
0.262
–
0.171
0.210
0.204
0.218
0.192
0.218

ROGUE
0.384
0.350
0.374
0.378
0.395
0.362
0.395
0.478
0.353
0.398
0.404
0.488
0.391
0.488
–
0.298
0.365
0.343
0.390
0.331
0.390

EMR
0.719
0.695
0.702
0.708
0.712
0.708
0.719
0.925
0.890
0.908
0.908
0.915
0.910
0.925
–
0.711
0.779
0.745
0.765
0.730
0.803

SR
0.633
0.605
0.622
0.622
0.623
0.619
0.628
0.856
0.735
0.815
0.821
0.848
0.817
0.854
–
0.506
0.575
0.557
0.573
0.528
0.604

QoCR
0.745
0.711
0.735
0.732
0.738
0.726
0.743
0.983
0.836
0.933
0.940
0.979
0.933
0.985
–
0.592
0.680
0.659
0.682
0.624
0.719

Model Component Study

Since CRSAL consists of different modules, we analyze the performance gain from different proposed components via a series of ablation experiments. Table 2 presents the performance of our
default model architecture and different variants. First, we introduce the variants of CRSAL below:
CRSAL with delexicalization-based dialogue state tracking (CRSAL+DDST): We replace the pre-trained, word vector–based DST in CRSAL with a delexicalization-based
DST method to track the dialogue belief state and keep the other components unchanged.
The delexicalization-based DST usually requires huge labor to annotate the variant of the
lexical representation and link the rephrasings to their ontology. We establish a mapping
dictionary to complete this task with the token in the training corpus. We aim to validate
that our fully statistical semantic-based DST can ensure the conversational recommendation performance while bypassing the time-consuming, manually crafted semantic annotation dictionaries. It is worth mentioning that we cannot implement CRSAL+DDST on
MultiWOZ 2.1, because it is infeasible to manually annotate all the utterances, given its
scale and diversity.
CRSAL without A3C (CRSAL/A3C): We remove the entire A3C reinforcement learning
module in CRSAL and test the model performance without RL. We want to verify the
contribution of the proposed A3C RL method to CRSAL. This degraded model is still
trained in a semi-supervised fashion.
CRSAL without A3C, with policy gradient–based RL (CRSAL+PGRL): We use a policy
gradient–based (PG) RL method as in Reference [82] to replace our proposed A3C approach to see how our proposed A3C performs in comparison to traditional RL methods.
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CRSAL without A3C, with A2C (CRSAL+A2C): We replace the A3C reinforcement learning module with the standard advantage actor-critic algorithm to verify the improvement
of our proposed A3C over the A2C-based method.
CRSAL without NRN, with direct item retrieval (CRSAL+DIR): We convert the NRN
within CRSAL into a straightforward item retrieval scheme that only uses the extracted dialogue state. We want to see the comparison between our neural recommender
network–based system and the retrieval-based system.
CRSAL without NPA and NLG, with neural network (CRSAL+NDM): We replace the
NPA and NLG with a simplified network-based dialogue model to demonstrate the performance gain on proposed conversational response generation module.
As shown in Table 2, the proposed adversarial advantage Actor-Critic RL method could effectively enhance the dialogue action modelling. The regulated policy agent shows its strength in
improving the task success rate and generating semantic-based responses, which are reflected in
higher SR and BLEU scores. The pre-trained word vectors used in our DST could effectively replace the manually crafted semantic matching dictionary and achieve a competitive performance,
which means the pre-trained semantic word vectors can eliminate the labor-intensive process in
building semantic matching dictionaries. Compared with the conventional policy gradient–based
reinforcement learning method, our proposed method benefits from the intrinsic reward from
the discriminator and achieves an obvious performance improvement. Also, the baseline function
designed in our system could prevent the overfitting of the base model and results in a better
performance on all four metrics. From the differences between the retrieval-based methods (CRSAL+DIR) and the default version of CRSAL, we can observe that the CRSAL derives a higher EMR
score, because the NRN in CRSAL is prone to recommend the items that are also selected by other
users, which is beneficial in cold-start scenarios. Hence, CRSAL can always recommend preferred
items to users on both datasets, which makes it outperform the retrieval-based method on EMR.
The experimental results on MultiWOZ 2.1 further demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
modules. Due to the complexity of the MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset, it is impractical to construct the
delexicalization dictionary linking the lexicon variants of the item feature ontology, so we are
unable to test the performance of CRSAL+DDST, but the tests on CamRest676 and DSTC2 have
already proved that the proposed NBT in CRSAL is highly competitive in terms of state tracking
accuracy. As shown in Table 2, we can observe that the proposed A3C is effective in optimizing the
overall performance of CRSAL. Compared with CRSAL+NDM, the proposed NRN in the default
version of CRSAL achieves better recommendation accuracy. Particularly, on the largest and most
complex dataset MultiWOZ 2.1, it is more advantageous in terms of the EMR metric. The reason
behind that is the user usually only gives a small portion of the restaurant attributes to clarify
her/his demands in the training corpus, which makes it hard for a straightforward retrieval scheme
to infer the right item from limited information. Due to higher expressiveness of the NRN, CRSAL
can still yield high recommendation accuracy on large-scale datasets.
Additionally, we conduct further experiments to verify the performance of NBT, because dialogue state tracking is one of the key functions in our proposed model. We use DSTC2 and CamRest676 for this test, as they are well-established benchmark datasets for dialogue state tracking.
For a fair comparison, we run our proposed fully statistical NBT and two other popular peer methods for state tracking: one is a delexicalization-based recurrent neural network from Henderson
et al. [25] and the other is a data-driven dialogue state tracker proposed by Mrksic et al. [54]. We
adopt two common evaluation metrics, namely, Goals and Requests [25, 54]. Specifically, Goals
(a.k.a. joint goal accuracy) is the proportion of dialogue turns where all users’ search goal constraints are correctly identified, while Requests is the proportion of dialogue turns where users’
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Table 3. Dialogue State Tracking Results

Delexicalization-based Model by Henderson et al. [25]
Data-driven Model by Mrksic et al. [54]
Our proposed fully statistical NBT

DSTC2
Goals Requests
73.9
96.8
73.4
96.5
73.7
96.8

CamRest676
Goals Requests
85.7
94.9
84.8
95.2
85.9
95.4

requests for information are accurately recognized. From the results presented in Table 3, we can
see that our proposed method performs better than the data-driven model in Reference [54]. Compared with Reference [54], our fully statistical NBT introduces a more comprehensive way to integrate the previous dialogue belief state when updating the current one, which improves the overall
state tracking performance. Also, it can be observed that our proposed method achieves a similar
tracking performance compared with Reference [25], which requires manually crafted semantic
dictionaries. It demonstrates that our proposed semantic-based NBT using word embeddings can
effectively relieve human annotators from constructing semantic dictionaries for task-oriented
dialogue systems.
4.7

Hyperparameter Analysis

The performance of CRSAL is highly correlated with its hyperparameters. Three hyperparameters,
namely, the latent action space size H , the weight of semi-supervised loss η, and KL divergence coefficient λ in our system, have deterministic influence on the model performance. In this section, we
analyze the model performance w.r.t. different hyperparameter settings. We choose CamRest676
dataset for demonstration due to its high quality on linguistic accuracy, and it is more efficient
to train the model with an adequate amount of dialogue actions. Therefore, we conduct hyperparameter analysis on the CamRest676 to showcase the performance fluctuations of CRSAL with
different settings. Four evaluation metrics, i.e., EMR, BLEU, SR, and QoCR, are used to illustrate
the impact of different hyperparameters.
The impact of latent action space size H is shown in Figure 8. We vary the value of H in
{50, 70, 100} to observe the system performance change. From Figure 8, we can witness the rise
of each metric when H increases from 50 to 70. This is because a larger latent action space could
cover more dialogue actions, so a larger proportion of the training set is allocated to training the
policy agent in our semi-supervised learning scheme. A fine-grained policy agent could benefit
the whole system to generate more accurate response actions and natural language response. The
user could clearly express her/his intent and easily communicate with CRSAL, which is reflected
by the increase on all four metrics. However, when H increases to 100, it brings a heavy burden for
learning a high-dimensional latent action distribution. Our latent action clustering is based on the
semantic tokens existing in the user utterances, and if the H is too large, the latent action space
will include many irrelevant tokens, which eventually introduces excessive noise for training the
policy agent. It has a direct impact on the response generation (BLEU) and also weakens the SR
and the joint metric QoCR. However, the EMR metric is not influenced by this change. This reveals
that when the policy agent can imitate humans to generate suitable responses, the system could
always identify the user intent by the DST and recommend suitable items to the user. So, the EMR
does not experience obvious decrease when H increases from 70 to 100.
We also present the influence of the trade-off coefficient η via Figure 9. We observe the model
performance with the trade-off coefficient η ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, while the KL parameter λ
remains unchanged as 0.1. From Figure 9, we can observe an overall trend showing a decreasing SR
but an improved BLEU score with the increase of η. η is the key factor to balance the importance of
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Fig. 8. System performance w.r.t. different latent action space size H .

Fig. 9. System performance w.r.t. different trade-off coefficient η.
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Fig. 10. System performance w.r.t. different KL parameter λ.

supervised loss and unsupervised loss in our semi-supervised learning scheme. When η is too small
(0.05), the system cannot learn sufficient information from the referenced human response and
therefore underperforms in terms of task completion and generated response quality, evidenced
by lower SR and BLEU scores. With eta = 0.1, the policy agent in CRSAL can learn sufficiently
more linguistic information with the unsupervised part. Hence, both SR and BLEU have increased
and, consequently, contribute to the increase of QoCR. The improvement of EMR further illustrates
that increasing η helps CRSAL capture more accurate information for helping users retrieve their
desired restaurants. As η increases from 0.3 to 0.7, the overly strong discriminative power of the
language generation model will encourage the whole system to lay more emphasis on generating
human-like responses instead of completing the recommendation task, and this is reflected by a
gradually growing BLEU score and a significant drop in SR score. Meanwhile, the sub-optimal
policy agent weakens the system’s ability to respond to user utterances with correct actions, so
the system eventually fails to collect enough information for item recommendation and tends
to show decreased performance on EMR and QoCR. It is worth mentioning that our proposed
QoCR metric integrates the language quality measure with the task completion rate together for
a comprehensive evaluation. Based on the saddle point of QoCR, we set η = 0.1 in our system to
ensure sensible model performance on both dialogue generation and item recommendation.
The KL parameter λ in CRSAL is mainly used for optimizing the lower bound of the joint
probability of the NLG. It adjusts the weights of the inference network and the KL divergence.
We observe the model performance with the KL parameter λ ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, while the
trade-off coefficient η is constantly set to 0.1. Experimental results are demonstrated in Figure 10.
We can observe that the BLEU, SR, and QoCR are relatively low with λ = 0.05. This is because a
small λ poses a low weight on the learned information from the language model and weakens the
overall performance. As the λ increases, the language model could generate better conversational
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responses, and in turn increases the BLEU score. However, the overly strong discriminate power of
the language model will disconnect the language model with the rest components in CRSAL and
makes the policy agent unable to generate suitable response actions, thus leading to the decrease
of SR and QoCR. Also, when the model is laying too much emphasis on forcing the generated
system actions to be the same as human responses, the system will consequently lose the ability
to adaptively generate further questions to guide the user to clarify her/his intents. As a result, the
recommendation effectiveness drops with a large λ, which is reflected by a decreasing EMR score.
4.8 Case Study on Conversational Recommendation
We further investigate the performance of CRSAL by visualizing the real conversation process via
Table 4. We compare CRSAL with LIDM, MLEM, and TSCP regarding the quality of their generated
responses in the same conversation scenario. The comparison involves the generated responses
from different methods as well as the human-made responses, which is referred to as the ground
truth (GT).
From the dialogue samples, we can tell many differences between CRSAL and other methods.
First, though the four restaurants recommended by other baselines can match this user’s description to some extent, only CRSAL recommends the same restaurant as the ground truth to the user.
This verifies CRSAL can accurately identify a user’s current intent, thus generating the most suitable recommendation results. Then, from the visualized recommendation process, it is clear that
CRSAL could generate natural and informative responses to the user utterance, which have successfully guided the user to clarify her/his demand and helped the system to answer the user’s
additional inquiries. This is because our adversarial Actor-Critic reinforcement learning module
could fine-tune our policy agent (NPA) turn-by-turn and give intermediate feedback to optimize
the policy agent. In this way, the language generation model NLG also benefits from the NPA in
generating high-quality responses.
Besides, although our system outperforms the other baselines on these three datasets, there are
still some cases where CRSAL fails to finish the designed task through conversations. We hereby
visualize and analyze the unsuccessful samples from CRSAL to seek possible improvements in our
future work. Generally, there are two reasons causing the failure of our proposed system during
the testing. The first one is that some ground truth sample is unsuccessful as shown in Table 5.
To guarantee that the corpus can fully simulate the real human behavior, these three datasets
are collected based on interactions between the real humans. Participants are invited to conduct
a conversation according to a given task. Most of the given tasks are presented in a way where
users first use some attributes to describe their demands and then ask for more details about the
recommended item. Few participants would like to finish the task more straightforwardly, so they
solely speak out their demands and find the item that can meet their demand, hence they have
not finished all the given tasks. As widely acknowledged in the current task-oriented dialogue
system research, such incomplete conversations violate the criteria of a successful conversation.
The task success rate (SR) defined in Section 4.3 is meant to evaluate a model’s ability to generate
suitable responses to help users find their desired items and answer the users’ queries. If the users
in the original corpus do not reach the end of the entire conversational task, then CRSAL cannot
acquire further responses from the user, thus being unable to finish the whole task. As presented by
Table 5, the given task is to find a restaurant that serves international food in any area and further
request some more features of the restaurant. However, the human participant did not express his
preference on the price range and failed to select a restaurant that can meet his demand, which is
the reason causing the failure of the origin conversation and our proposed CRSAL.
The other reason that causes failure of CRSAL is that, for each conversation, the given
task only provides one or two attributes of the restaurant to the conversational recommender
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Table 4. An Example of All Models’ Conversational Interactions with the Real User

User
GT
CRSAL
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
User
GT
CRSAL
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
User
GT
CRSAL
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
User
GT
CRSAL
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP
User
GT
CRSAL
LIDM
MLEM
TSCP

I need to find an expensive restaurant that is in the south section of the city.
There are several restaurants in the south part of town that serve expensive food. Do
you have a cuisine preference?
There are four restaurants in the south section of the city. Do you have a
preference of food type?
There are four restaurants in the south section of the city. What kind of food would
you like?
What food are you looking for?
There are four restaurants in the south section of the city. Do you have a preference
for the type of food?
No, I don’t care about the type of cuisine.
Chiquito Restaurant Bar is a Mexican restaurant located in the south part of town.
Chiquito Restaurant Bar is a Mexican restaurant in the south area. Would you
like more information?
Frankie & Benny’s is a Italian restaurant in the south area. Would you like more
information?
There is the Good Luck. Would you like the information?
The Good Luck Chinese food takeaway is a Chinese restaurant in the south area.
Would you like their phone number?
What is their address ?
Their address is 2G Cambridge Leisure Park Cherry Hinton Road Cherry Hinton, it
there anything else I can help you with?
Chiquito Restaurant Bar is located at 2G Cambridge Leisure Park Cherry
Hinton Road Cherry Hinton. Is there anything else I can help you with?
The address is Cambridge Leisure Park Clifton Way Cherry Hinton.
Their address is 82 Cherry Hinton Road Cherry Hinton, is there anything else I can
help you with?
The Good Luck Chinese food takeaway is located at 82 Cherry Hinton Road Hinton.
What is the food type they serve?
They serve Mexican food.
They serve Mexican food.
They serve Italian food type.
They serve Chinese food.
The Good Luck Chinese food takeaway serves Chinese food.
OK, that is what I was looking for. Thanks a lot.
Thank you very much for using the Cambridge Restaurant System.
You are welcome. Have a nice day!
Have a nice day!
Goodbye.
Thank you for using the Cambridge Restaurant System. Goodbye.

system retrieving the desired restaurant. In some cases, there would be more than one restaurant
that can satisfy the users’ demand, which brings challenges to our conversational recommender
system. The limited training samples and feature sparsity problem inevitably result in the prediction error on the final recommendation, leading to the failure of this case. From Table 6, we can
find that both Nirala and Golden Wok could satisfy the user’s demand on price and location. The
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Table 5. CRSAL Fails to Provide Further Information Due to Lack of User Response

Task
User
GT
CRSAL
User
GT
CRSAL

You want to find a restaurant in any area and it should serve international food. You
want to know the address and phone number.
I’m looking for a restaurant that serves international food.
There are several restaurants serving international food. Would you prefer one in
the center or east part of town?
There are several restaurants serving international food. Would you like to
narrow by town?
I don’t care.
There are three restaurants serving international food. What price range would you
like?
There are three restaurants serving international food. Do you have a price
range preference?

Table 6. CRSAL Fails to Recommend the Ground Truth Item Due to a Similar Item

Task
User
GT
CRSAL
User
GT
CRSAL
User
GT
CRSAL

You want to find a moderately priced restaurant and it should be in the north part of
town. You want to know the address and phone number of the venue.
I am looking for a moderately priced restaurant in the north part of town.
The Nirala is located in the north part of town and in the moderate price range.
The Golden Wok is a Chinese restaurant in the north part of the town in the
moderate price range.
What kind of food is that? Also what is the address and phone number?
Indian food. The address is 7 Milton Road Chesterton and the phone number is
01223 360966. Is there anything else I can help you find?
Chinese food. The address is 191 Histon Road Chesterton and the phone
number is 01223 350688. Is there anything I can help you with?
Thank you that is all.
You are welcome. Goodbye
You are welcome. Goodbye

difference between these two restaurants is that Nirala provides Indian food, while Golden Wok
serves Chinese food. CRSAL finally recommends Golden Wok to the user based on the item’s
popularity in the training set and closer content information, which causes the failure of the conversation. This problem implies that the model should ask the user to give more details to offer
finer information about their demands and preferences, and eventually improve the accuracy of
the final recommendation.
4.9

Human Evaluation

To assess the true feedback from the real human users, we additionally employed 30 workers from
the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk to interact with CRSAL and the baselines
to qualitatively evaluate the real-life practicality of different conversational recommenders. Each
participant is asked to follow a given task and carry out a conversation with the system. At the end
of each conversation, each participant is required to evaluate the model performance by giving a
score of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (the higher, the better). The ratings will be given based on the user’s experience from the following three aspects. (1) Completion: Has the system successfully finished the
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Table 7. Human Evaluation Results

Completion
Comprehension
Naturalness

CRSAL
4.68
4.37
4.18

LIDM
4.60
4.27
4.12

MLEM
4.52
3.97
3.95

TSCP
4.57
4.15
4.08

recommendation task? (2) Comprehension: Can the system understand the user’s queries about
the recommended item and respond accordingly? (3) Naturalness: Are the conversations generated
by the system human-like? For each model, we collect 200 conversation samples, and the averaged
human evaluation scores are shown in Table 7.
We can observe that the human evaluation results show a similar trend as the automatic evaluation results in Table 1. Our proposed CRSAL could outperform all the baselines on all evaluation
perspectives with a better generation quality. CRSAL only achieves a marginal gain on the response naturalness, because the semantic-conditioned language generator usually generates the
next token conditioned on the sequential semantic information. For completing the utterance semantic representation, the generator sometimes inserts some unnecessary tokens in the generated
response, whereas most of the human participants think that tokens should be omitted for better
readability, which affects participants’ experience with the conversation naturalness. An interesting phenomenon could be observed that the MLEM has obtained the lowest score on comprehension and naturalness. The reason is that the real users’ behaviors are more diverse than the ones
contained in the training corpus. The maximum likelihood action estimation in MLEM cannot
support high quality-language interpretation when the conversation scenario becomes complex,
which finally results in the collapse of human evaluation performance.
5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed CRSAL, a new conversational recommender system, which integrates the dialogue system with a recommender system seamlessly to perform personalized recommendation via human-like conversation. Distinguished from the conventional recommender
system, our proposed CRSAL improves the user experience with a more accessible recommendation method by conversation. It not only helps customers clarify their demands and find ideal
items, but also answers users’ extended queries about the recommendations. CRSAL additionally
tackles the drawbacks of existing task-oriented dialogue systems for conversational recommendation with a novel adversarial reinforcement learning framework to achieve better performance.
The whole model is trained in a semi-supervised fashion. It mainly consists of three key modules: information extraction, conversational response generation, and adversarial reinforcement
learning. The information extraction module analyzes the input user utterance to track the current dialogue state, extract the users’ intent, and generate a personalized recommendation list.
The output of the information extraction is fed into conversational response generation to help
to train a neural policy agent and a natural language generator via a variational inference network. An adversarial advantage Actor-Critic reinforcement learning method is finally adopted to
encourage the policy agent to generate human-like actions, thus improving the overall system
preference. We verified our proposed method on three public datasets and evaluated it via four
widely accepted metrics, i.e., BLEU, ROGUE, entity match rate, and task success rate. We also
propose a new metric QoCR for conversational recommendation via a trade-off between the language quality and task success rate. Experimental results verify that the proposed method could
achieve a better performance compared with state-of-the-art methods. Additional ablation tests
and parameter tests further study the internal performance of our proposed method. Our method
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could obtain a considerable performance compared with methods that rely on manually crafted
resources.
One interesting and meaningful further direction is to extend our proposed system to multidomain scenarios. The user sometimes will want results from various domains instead of a single
one to meet her/his diverse demands by one single system. However, as pointed out by References
[5, 98], the different conversation domain may involve different conversation actions, which brings
the challenge of dialogue action representation learning. To this end, we will explore the latent
action representations in further work and utilize them to further improve the quality of generated
responses in a multi-domain conversational recommendation scenario.
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